For the learned few

The subject was 6.21, the new ultra-high frequency technique course. You probably didn't expect the subject of the day to be the art and techniques of simple marine navigation. The instructor was listing the various refraction tables and equations used in the course with the following three before starting on his lecture. These remarks were, however, cut short by Phones, an offshoot of the final, with the Junior Prom proper, in which it aimed itself attaining universal acclaim, because five hours of flowing entertainments followed. Most of the things which both Tommy Tonkey's music and various private-room parties in-cluded unreasonable factors for making the dance a success, while the stronger Bar seemed to be doing its part. Saturday saw the institution of fraternity punch parties at all of the integral part of the week's events. Techmen experimented with the subject of the day was to be. As the stage was set, the punch that those who were used for the basic ingredients at the punch round-up were announced. Various houses were indeed pleased with the numerous folk floating around on these "freesies" in many cases more sensuous occasions, though.

POST-WAR RECONSTRUCTION

With an eye to the future, the Debating Society and the T.C.A. will give Institute students a chance to discuss an orderly, intelligent manner the reasons for America's being in the war. In a series of meetings, the first of which is scheduled for tomorrow, Techmen who so desire will be able to air their views and suggestions of others upon the matter of reconstruction after the war.

Although the job of winning the war is foremost in the minds of every loyal American, we must not lose sight of the fact that, although totalization is only the beginning of the battle and that its substitute must be found so as to insure an enduring peace. We must not make the same mistake that was made at-the end of the last war.

In order to stimulate constructive thinking on the question, the Committee on Post-War reconstruction will be organized as a round-table assembly of the representatives of several national interests. To make it possible for other students to participate, the committee will be made up of at least five students who represent the world as a whole. The T.C.A. and the Debating Society invite anyone with ideas of how the world should be organized after the war to take part in the conference.

A SUCCESSFUL JUNIOR PROM

The 1943 Junior Prom has passed, but it will, we hope, exert an influence upon future Technology Junior Proms for some time to come. The weekend experiment was considered by all present that it may have been slightly arranged to the effect that an affair thus shored up would be actively supported by the student body.

The Junior Prom Committee gave the Class the sort of dance they had organized itself to give, and as a result, that such an affair would be actively supported by the student body. The Class in turn supplied the Committee with the kind of cooperation that alone can build a success. The Class of 1943 has blazed a trail for all succeeding classes to follow.

REPAIR AND CONSERVE

For three months, Techmen who are fortunate enough to own cars have been planning and conserving so that they would be able to use as long as possible those precious tires which are so necessary to the proper functioning of automobiles. The owners have avoided rough roads, driven more carefully, and stopped more slowly and with less screeching of brakes. Now many of these car-owners face another hazard, a strettcar which from the beginning of the last War to the present is pitted like the last lap of a cross country mile. For the sake of new and most revolutionary technical advances in the fields of Electrical Engineering laboratories, having analyzed these results, the Committee on Reconstruc-tion of the Junior Prom into a full-fledged affair. The practical test was initiated last Fri-day, and as far as the entertainment was concerned, the results surpassed all hope for expectation. This was partly because the guests were well trained.

PHILOSOPHY made at-the end of the last war.
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